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Case Study

Recreational Fishing Vessel Relentless
FloScan—A Smart Upgrade for Older Recreational Vessels

There are thousands of well-maintained older recreational vessels
on the water today that continue to provide their owners with years of fishing and
cruising pleasure. The Relentless, a 1989 37’ Topaz Express Fisherman, is a prime
example. Purchased two years ago, the boat was in serviceable condition, but in
need of some mechanical work, updating and a whole lot of TLC. One of the most
important upgrades along with new navigational electronics was a FloScan FloNET
fuel computer that was purchased and installed by the new owner.

Introduction:

FloScan has over 30 years of experience
designing and manufacturing fuel flow monitoring systems for marine, civil aviation and
industrial generator use and offers owners of
recreational vessels the most accurate and
dependable systems for both gasoline and
diesel engines on the water today. With over
750,000 installed to date their rugged and
dependable fuel flow sensors can be combined with an array of gauge packages or the
FloNET NMEA 2000 network hub that links
fuel consumption data to a vessel’s compatible onboard electronics. This provides instantaneous and continuous fuel usage, the
critical link in fine tuning engine RPM with hull
dynamics and prevailing sea conditions to
assure the vessel is being operated as economically as possible. Linked with modern
GPS/chart plotters the FloScan fuel data can
be transformed into a remarkable navigational tool. The fuel consumption data also serves
as an early warning system for potential
operational problems by immediately reflecting fuel consumption anomalies that can be
associated with a damaged propeller, hull
fouling, clogged injectors and other problems
often before they can cause major mechanical
failures and expensive repair bills.
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A Short Vessel History

The Relentless is a privately owned recreational fishing vessel purchased in 2011 by
Tom Trageser of Brick, New Jersey. Tom is a
business executive, avid saltwater fisherman,
husband and father of three young daughters.
One of his previous boats was a 24’ Topaz,
which he owned while still living on the south
shore of Long Island, New York.
The Topaz Yacht Company was the brainchild
of Pat Patteson, also avid offshore fisherman
and boater builder who was attracted to a
style of vessel typically called a day-fisherman. These boats offered reasonable accommodations below, but most were not considered live-aboards. They were designed specifically for fishing with one to two day offshore
capability. Patteson founded Topaz Yachts in
Owing, Maryland, in 1974 and launched his
first boat in time for the Annapolis Boat Show
that same year. His initial offerings were 24’
and 28’ models, but in 1980 he introduced
what was among the first modern express
fishing boats with the debut of classic Topaz
36. At its peak, Topaz offered 8 models from
24 to 50 feet LOA. The 37 Express was one of
the company’s most popular models. It
remained in production until the company fell
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on hard times and was eventually sold to
Outboard Marine Corporation. OMC never
resumed production, but sold the molds for
the 24 and 29 footers to Bimini Marine and
the remnants of the company to Egg Harbor
Yachts. Today, Egg Harbor builds 33’ and 40’
Topaz Express boats from their facilities in
New Jersey, both retaining the immediately
identifiable Topaz lines.

Tom’s 37 was purchased new by a fisherman
from Long Island, New York in 1989. It was
christened the Oxygen and run out of
Freeport where Tom lived and fished from his
24’ Topaz. When Tom first laid eyes on the
boat as it cruised past him he commented
that one day he’d like to have one just like it.
Little did he know that 23 years later he
would not only have one like it, he would own
that very boat purchasing it from the original
owner!
At the time of purchase the boat was in
serviceable condition, but needed work, some
updated systems and a lot of TLC.
Immediately upon taking possession it went
into a boat yard where the engines and
generator were removed, cleaned, repaired
and painted. While the engines were out the
engine and bilge compartments were updated
with new thru-hull fittings, pumps, hoses and
wiring. Then both compartments were
painted. New Simrad electronics were
ordered, transducers and wiring were
installed, the old radar system was junked
and a new one installed followed by countless
hours of cleaning, polishing and refitting. One
of the last updates Trageser made was the
addition of a FloScan fuel computer system.
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Reason For Installing
FloScan

“At the time I saw the brokerage listing for
the boat I was looking for a seasoned diesel
fishing boat in good operating condition that
I could use with my family to fish inshore,
but that had the range and seaworthiness to
run considerably further offshore for tuna
and sharks with my hardcore fishing
buddies,” Trageser said. “I’ve always liked
the 37 Topaz and when this one came on the
market it was very close to meeting my
needs. My big concern was the 350 gallon
fuel capacity, which is stretching the limits of
the boat’s range when running to some of
the offshore canyons I wanted to fish. I
looked into the problem, talked with
knowledgeable people and realized the
answer wasn’t spending a small fortune
cutting up the decks and trying to sandwich
additional tanks into the hull.”

I installed a FloScan fuel
computer system with the NMEA 2000
network hub, which helped me reduce
fuel consumption and make the runs
offshore with confidence.”
—Tom Trageser
Owner Relentless

FloScan Equipment Installed

The Relentless is powered by the Caterpillar
3208 diesel engines installed by the builder
24 years ago. They are the turbocharged
375 HP variant with about 2000 hours on
them. They have been well maintained and
while neither has been totally rebuilt the
starboard engine had the cylinders and
valves replaced by the prior owner. The port
engine is completely original and during the
survey prior to the sale both engines were
determined to be in good operating
condition. FloScan Series K sensors were
installed on the forward engine room
bulkhead and new fuel lines were made to
route incoming and outgoing fuel through
them. The installation was accomplished by
Trageser after carefully reading and
reviewing the installation instructions
provided with the system.
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offshore trying to make up my mind if I want
“Installing the system was challenging,” he
to run an additional 20 miles to another spot.
reported, “but with a little help I was able to
The FloNet network hub takes all the
do it myself. Probably the hardest part was
guesswork out of making the long runs while
chasing down the adapters and having new
maintaining a safe reserve in the fuel tank.”
fuel lines made, but once I found a source for
these components the rest went pretty
“Running the boat with guidance from FloScan
smoothly. I’m no diesel mechanic, but I had
I found that if I reduced
owned two diesel
the cruising speed from
boats prior to
“I was impressed by how
23 knots at 2400 RPM
this one and
to a 21.5 knots at 2300
simple the interface was.
was used to
my
MPG jumped with
I located the FloNET units in the
doing the
almost
no noticeable
overhead radio box at the helm and then
maintenance.”
increase
in the amount
ran the NMEA 2000 cables to the
of
time
it
takes me to
Once the
network bus that integrates the sonar,
get to the fishing
sensors were
radar and GPS incoming signals to the
grounds. I keep my
installed and
two LCD units and plugged it in. When I
boat in a slip about two
connected to
fired up the electronics and went to the
miles from the ocean
the engines the
menu it pulled up the fuel data on a
and there are several
wiring was run
special page in the menu. That part of
‘no
wake’ areas along
to the overhead
the install was plug-and-play and the
the
way. By watching
electronics box
amount of data available when the two
the
fuel consumption
at the helm and
systems were combined blew me away.”
via
the
FloScan I
connected to a
—Tom Trageser
realized that if I just
pair of FloScan
Owner Relentless
cruise down to the inlet
FloNET network
at a little over idle speed
hubs. These
rather than run it up and then back it off
interfaced with the two Simrad NSS Touch
between no wake areas I save ten gallons of
Screen LCD units. Upon start up the FloScan
fuel just coming and going. Running the river
system integrated flawlessly with the Simrad
I strayed out of a very narrow channel in fog
system.

Experience With The System
Since Installation

“I was familiar with earlier FloScan systems
with analog and digital “gallon per hour”
readout gauges, but the FloNET network hub
linking the new system to my onboard
electronics is amazing,” Tom told us. “It
provides a lot of information in an instantly
understandable format. From the data
provided by the FloScan sensors—gallons per
hour and total fuel burned since the last fill
up—the Simrad unit extrapolates it into
additional functions. It provides instantaneous miles per gallon readings by computing
the vessel speed via the GPS and the GPH
data from the FloScan sensors. It also tracks
fuel used per tank, per trip and per season
and each can be reset independently. In
addition the system projects the range,
basically how many miles are left until empty,
which is critical information when I am
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recently and grounded on a sandbar. I was
able to back off, but was afraid I bent a prop
in the process. Once I was able to run the
RPMs up I realized that there was no vibration
and my fuel consumption via the FloScan was
unchanged so I was reasonably certain that
no damage was done.”
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Conclusion

Many older recreational boats, particularly
those with diesel power, are capable of
providing not just years, but decades of
reliable service when maintained properly and
that is why it is commonplace to see boats 30
years old and older still on the water today.
However, older boats and engines do not have
any way to track fuel consumption and trying
to improve operating efficiency is nearly
impossible. The addition of a FloScan fuel
computer, especially one with the FloNET
network hub mated to modern helm electronics, is one upgrade that will expand the
vessel’s versatility and aid in improving the
boats operating efficiency. By increasing
efficiency and reducing overall fuel consumption a FloScan system is capable of paying for
itself over time and act as an early warning
system for a variety of potential problems.

Specifications

Recreational Fishing Vessel Relentless
OWNER: Thomas Trageser, Brick, New Jersey
PRIMARY USE: Recreational fishing

Description Of Vessel

MANUFACTURER: Topaz
YEAR: 1989
LENGTH (LOA): 37 feet
BEAM: 13 feet
DRAFT: 3.5 feet

DISPLACEMENT: Approximately 18,000 lbs.

Propulsion And Service
Equipment

MAIN ENGINES: Two 375 HP Caterpillar 3208
diesels
TRANSMISSION: Twin Disc 509 1.5:1
PROPELLERS: Two three blade 22x24 nibral
propellers (Class 1 condition)
GENERATORS: Westerbeak 9 KW
FUEL CAPACITY: 350 gallons
SPEED: Cruising: 20 – 23 knots
knots

Full: 28

RANGE: 225 – 250 miles at best cruise

Floscan Equipment In Use

Two FloScan Series K Sensor systems and two
FloNET NMEA 2000 network hubs to interface
with the vessel’s onboard Simrad NSS Touch
Screen navigational system.
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